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内容简介

Whatever they don't have, they want -- and whatever these women want, they get.Once,they lived
in the shadows of their famous husbands,Now,Hollywood wives will stop at nothing for their
chance in the spotlight,Today,there are no limits to their passions-or their excesses.Today,there are
all new rules to the power game,And as megastar Lissa Roman is about to discover ,the game itself
can exact a deadly price
  Jackie Collins has been called a "raunchy moralist" by the late director Louis Malle,
"Hollywood's own Marcel Proust" by Vanity Fair magazine and "the Victor Hugo of our time" by
Simon Doonan in the New York Observer. With over 400 million copies of her books sold in more
than 40 countries, and with some twenty-two New York Times bestsellers to her credit, Jackie
Collins is one of the world's top-selling novelists. She is known for giving her readers an unrivaled
insiders knowledge of Hollywood and the glamorous lives and loves of the rich, famous, and
sometimes bad! "I write about real people in disguise," she says. "If anything, my characters are
toned down -- the truth is much more bizarre."Whatever they don't have, they want -- and
whatever these women want, they get.Once,they lived in the shadows of their famous
husbands,Now,Hollywood wives will stop at nothing for their chance in the spotlight,Today,there
are no limits to their passions-or their excesses.Today,there are all new rules to the power game,And
as megastar Lissa Roman is about to discover ,the game itself can exact a deadly price  Jackie
Collins has been called a "raunchy moralist" by the late director Louis Malle, "Hollywood's own
Marcel Proust" by Vanity Fair magazine and "the Victor Hugo of our time" by Simon Doonan in
the New York Observer. With over 400 million copies of her books sold in more than 40 countries,
and with some twenty-two New York Times bestsellers to her credit, Jackie Collins is one of the
world's top-selling novelists. She is known for giving her readers an unrivaled insiders knowledge of
Hollywood and the glamorous lives and loves of the rich, famous, and sometimes bad! "I write
about real people in disguise," she says. "If anything, my characters are toned down -- the truth is
much more bizarre."  Jackie Collins started writing as a kid, making up steamy stories her
schoolmates paid to devour. Her first book, The World Is Full of Married Men became a
sensational bestseller because of its open sexuality and the way it dealt honestly with the double
standard. After that came The Stud, Sinners, The Love Killers, The World is Full of Divorced
Women, The Bitch, Lovers And Gamblers, Chances, and then the international sensation,
Hollywood Wives -- a #1 New York Times bestseller, which was made into one of ABC's highest-
rated miniseries starring Anthony Hopkins and Candice Bergen.
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